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Abstract. This paper proposes to exploit author-defined tags and social
interaction data (commenting and sharing news items) in news recom-
mendation. Moreover it presents a hybrid news recommender which sug-
gest news items on the basis of the reader’s short and long-term reading
history, taking reading trends and short-term interests into account. The
experimental results we carried out provided encouraging results about
the accuracy of the recommendations.
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1 Introduction

The news domain challenges recommender systems with peculiar issues to be
faced with respect to the suggestion of items in online catalogs [1]: e.g., the pool
of stories continuously changes; freshness and diversity of recommendations are
crucial to keep the reader’s interest; moreover, as people are not expected to rate
articles, user interests have to be learned unobtrusively; finally, people’s interests
dynamically change and they can be influenced by reading trends.

Existing news recommendation work tracks page visualization. However mod-
ern online newspapers also enable registered users to add comments to news
stories and to share them in social networks. Moreover, they support synthetic
descriptions of the content of news items based on author-defined tags. In order
to investigate the impact of these features on recommendation we developed the
Social News Recommender (SAND), which exploits these types of information
for the selection of the news stories to suggest. SAND integrates a short-term
and a long-term content-based recommender system with a collaborative filter-
ing one to suggest stories on the basis of the user’s past history, her/his recent
reading history and peers’ reading behavior. Moreover the system exploits a
popularity-based recommender to enrich suggestions with successful items.

We tested SAND online by involving a small number of readers and using
the feeds of newspaper “Il Fatto Quotidiano” (www.ilfattoquotidiano.it/). The
test results show that the exploitation of rich information about news items and
user actions supports a fairly accurate recommendation of news stories satisfying
individual user interests.

Section 2 outlines the related work; Section 3 describes SAND; Section 4
summarizes our test results and Section 5 concludes the paper.



2 Related Work

Most news recommenders are based on collaborative filtering (e.g., [2, 3]), content-
based filtering ([4, 5]), or integrated approaches ([1, 6]). SAND follows this ap-
proach but it differs in the following aspects: first, it analyzes new types of user
behavior, which were not previously considered (article sharing and comment-
ing), to enhance the estimation of readers’ interests. Second, in order to promote
recommendations based on rather different principles (with the aim of enhancing
diversity, serendipity, etc.), it proposes a fair merging technique to propose the
best suggestions identified by each of the integrated recommenders. Furthermore
it exploits author-defined tags for characterizing the content of news items in
an accurate and scalable way (taking inspiration from [8]) without analyzing
the whole text of news stories. Different from our work, semantic news recom-
menders (e.g., [9]) depend on the definition and maintenance of large ontologies
for the representation of concepts and semantic relations. We prefer to adopt
a lightweight knowledge representation approach for scalability purposes. Nav-
igation based approaches (e.g., [10]) are complementary to our work: they are
suitable for learning interests of anonymous readers; however they only person-
alize the recommendation of news categories.

3 The SAND Hybrid News Recommender

SAND analyzes the news feeds published by online newspapers and provides per-
sonalized recommendations by learning individual user models and by combining
different techniques with the aim of enhancing the quality of the suggestions it
generates. It can integrate multiple news feeds but, being developed as a web
service, it can also be used to enrich an individual online newspaper with person-
alized news suggestion. The system presents recent stories and recommendations
enabling readers to share the stories in a social network and to add comments
to them. Our current prototype downloads news stories from the feed of “Il
Fatto Quotidiano” (http://www.ilfattoquotidiano.it/feed/). SAND includes two
components: a news feed collector which downloads the stories published by the
source newspapers and extracts information about their content (see Section
3.1) and a hybrid recommender which analyzes information about user actions
on news stories and generates personalized suggestions (Section 3.3). We assume
that readers authenticate themselves and can be monitored across sessions.

3.1 Analysis of the Content of News Items

The content of a news item i is represented as a bag of words BW = {< k1, r1 >
. . . , < km, rm >} where k1 . . . , km is a set of keywords extracted from i and rx is
the relevance of kx for the story, computed by applying TF-IDF [11]. The feed
collector extracts the list of keywords of a news item from its title and author-
defined tags by stop words removal and stemming. Different from previous work,
which also uses the summary or the complete text of news items for keyword



extraction, SAND uses on title and tags because they focus on the topic of the
articles, enabling a fast analysis of news items. We compared the two keyword
extraction methods on a dataset from “Il Fatto Quotidiano”: for each document
we compared the lists including the 5 most similar documents, generated by
using title+summary and title+tags. The average intersection between the pairs
of lists is about 31%. However, looking at a subset of the dataset in detail we
noticed that the documents selected using title+tags are the most similar ones
(we obtained comparable results considering the 10 most similar documents).

3.2 Representation of User Interests

The system manages two user models for each registered user U to describe
short-term and long-term user interests. The models have the same format but
refer to observations collected during the last 10 days / 60 days, respectively.

Each user model is a vector of observations UM = {< i1, e1, t1 >, . . . , <
in, en, tn >} where i1, . . . , in are the news items which U inspected during the
relevant time interval, ex is the evidence of U ’s interest in ix (inferred by tracking
U ’s behavior), and tx is the timestamp of U ’s last observed action concerning
ix. We model evidence as a numerical value in [0, 1.5]: (i) Clicking on the title
of a news item carries weak information about the reader’s interests because it
does not prove that (s)he read the story. For this reason, we attribute this type
of activity an evidence of interest in the item equal to 0.5. (ii) Sharing a news
item in a social network or adding a comment to it do not mean that the actor
approves its content but we can interpret these actions as strong evidence of
interest towards the story. Thus we attribute them an evidence equal to 1.5.

The system stores in the user model an entry for each news item visualized by
the user. The interest value associated to the item is the maximum value which
can be attributed on the basis of the user’s actions; i.e., 0.5 if (s)he only clicked
on it, 1.5 if (s)he also shared/commented it. The timestamps of the observations
allow forgetting older ones.

3.3 News Recommendation

According to previous works (e.g., [1, 12, 13]) recommenders based on collabo-
rative filtering have more chances than content-based ones to suggest variegate
items due to the fact that they exploit the ratings provided by other users;
moreover they can reflect reading trends. However they tend to suggest highly
popular items which the user might not be interested in, and they are affected
by the novel item issue. In contrast, content-based recommenders can suggest
new entries but they are not sensitive to quality and they tend to recommend
items which are rather similar to each other. In order to combine the benefits of
both approaches we designed SAND as a hybrid system: the system estimates
a user U ’s interest in the items to be analyzed by merging the suggestions of 4
different recommenders: a collaborative filtering one, a short-time content-based
one, a long-term content-based one and a popularity-based one.



Let’s consider a fresh item i and vector interesti representing the evidence
values about the interest in i stored in the long-term user models of all the
registered readers:

– The collaborative filtering recommender follows the item-to-item approach
[12]. It predicts U ’s preference for i by exploiting U ’s observed interest in
items similar to i from the viewpoint of the other readers’ interests:

preferenceCF =

∑
j∈N(i) σ(i, j) ∗ ej∑

j∈N(i) σ(i, j)
(1)

σ(i, j) is the similarity between the interest vectors of i and j, evaluated as
the Euclidean distance between the two vectors;1 ej is the evidence of interest
in j stored in U ’s long-term user model, and N(i) is the set of neighbors of
i, i.e., those news items whose similarity with i is over a threshold.

– The short-term content-based recommender predicts U ’s preference for i by
exploiting her/his recent interests in news stories whose content is similar
to that of i. In order to emphasize the impact of individual keywords, which
may refer to the occurrence of specific events (e.g., sport ones), the short-
term recommender estimates the preference for a fresh news item by directly
exploiting the observed interest in news stories having similar keywords. This
is done by analyzing the items referenced in U ’s short-term model and by
selecting the most similar ones:

preferenceST =
∑

j∈N(i)

σ(i, j) ∗ ej (2)

Given the bag of words representations of i (BWi) and j (BWj), σ(i, j) is
computed as the cosine similarity between BWi and BWj . Moreover N(i) is
determined by selecting the items whose similarity is over a threshold, and
ej is the evidence of interest in j stored in U ’s short-term user model.

– The long-term content-based recommender predicts U ’s preference for i by
taking into account U ’s preferred topics emerging from the keywords which
occur in the stories (s)he read in the recent past:
1. First it estimates U ’s interest in the keywords associated to the news

items which (s)he inspected during the last 60 days by analyzing her/his
observed interest in those items. For each keyword k the recommender
computes the cumulative evidence of interest of k as follows:
cumulativeEvidence(k) =

∑
j∈Stories e(j)

Stories = {j1, . . . , jh} are the news items in U ’s long-term model having
k as a relevant keyword and e(j) is the evidence of interest for item j.

2. Then it exploits the 10 keywords having the highest cumulative evidence
of interest (MostInt) for estimating U ’s preference for i:

preferenceLT =
∑

k∈Keywords(i)

score(k) (3)

1 This is the implementation offered by the Apache Mahaut framework exploited for
implementing this recommender (http://mahout.apache.org/).



Keywords(i) are the keywords in the bag of words representation of i.
score(k) = cumulativeEvidence(k) if k ∈ MostInt (i.e., the keyword is
a most interesting one), 0 otherwise.

– The popularity-based recommender suggests the news items of the current
day that received the highest cumulative interest from registered readers.

The contributions of the recommenders are integrated into a list as parallel sug-
gestion flows to include the best items of each flow. Given the lists of items
separately ranked by the recommenders, and excluding those which the user has
read, the final recommendation list includes 9 entries: typically, 3 items selected
by the collaborative filtering one, 3 by the short-term content-based one, 2 by the
long-term content-based one and 1 by the popularity-based one. However the first
three recommenders start to predict a user’s preferences after having collected
a minimum amount of evidence about her/his interests (10 user actions). More-
over, the user might be idle for a while and thus the short-term recommender
might be unable to estimate her/his interests in that interval. In these cases the
contributions of the long-term recommender and of the popularity-based one are
extended, enabling them to suggest a larger number of items.

4 Evaluation Results

We evaluated the accuracy of SAND by means of an online test which involved
25 participants (12 males and 13 females; age: min=22, max=55, avg=38.7,
median=37) having heterogeneous backgrounds (computer science, humanities,
physics, electronics, architecture, social sciences, education science). Participants
were asked to overview the news downloaded from the feed of “Il Fatto Quo-
tidiano” for 30 days and they could click on news titles in order to read them;
moreover they could make comments or share stories in Facebook. On day 31
the system recommended 9 news stories per participant and asked her/him to
specify which ones were very interesting (if any) by clicking on a “Like” button.
Moreover the system asked to answer 3 questions (selecting a value in [1, 5] where
1 is the worst value and 5 is the best one) to evaluate whether the recommended
news items (i) matched the participant’s interests, (ii) dealt with heterogeneous
topics, (iii) stimulated her/his curiosity even though they did not correspond to
her/his general interests. Furthermore the system offered a free-text field to let
participants provide further comments. The test provided the following results:

– 49.5% of suggested stories were evaluated as very interesting by clicking on
the “Like button”, with an average of 4.5 clicks per user (std. dev. = 1.14).

– The questions aimed at assessing the recommendation accuracy received
fairly positive answers: (1) long-term interest matching: 3.8; (ii) topic diver-
sity; 3.7; (iii) stimulate curiosity: 3.7. All values are significant (one-sided
T-test with α=0.05).

– The free-text comments revealed that most participants felt that the system
suggested relevant articles. The worst evaluations were provided by people
who do not like “Il Fatto Quotidiano” because it focuses on topics out of
their interests (the newspaper focuses on politics, economics and big events).



These results are encouraging but suggest that other online newspapers should
be integrated to improve the diversity of topics and the system’s capability of
recommending rich pools of news stories. Moreover, an online test with a larger
number of readers is needed to collect more extensive feedback and evaluations.

5 Conclusions

We described a hybrid news recommender that exploits information about read-
ers’ interaction with news stories and author-defined tags to provide person-
alized suggestions. The integration of different recommendation techniques in
the generation of suggestions has provided encouraging experimental results. In
our future work we will extend the analysis of user behavior to further enrich
the evidence on user interest which can be collected thanks to the convergence
of online newspapers with social networks. Moreover we will carry out further
experiments in order to evaluate the recommendation accuracy which can be
achieved by employing alternative integration strategies for the recommender
systems, and to extend the evaluation to a larger set of users.
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